
f uning the carburettors of an Etype
I is one of the most revered jobs on
I the car. Yet balancing or synchrony

of the carburettors can be achieved in
some simple steps. lt is only complicated
by small component faults or wear. lf
carburettors have 'gone off tune', it is not
because a carburettor has miraculously
reset itself but more likely that a small part
of the system has worn out or failed.

Even the best of us cannot identify a
particular fault with any certainty unless we
partially dismantle a suspect carburettor.
We are not talking major surgery, the
preliminary checks on Strombergs or SUs
can be done without taking them off the car.
I will cover the steps we follow when
'tuning'the carburettors and problems that
we encounter on the way.

First, let's get a couple of other issues
out of the way. Most workshop manuals
advise checking and resetting the ignition
system before tackling the carburettors.
This is good advice. lf the ignition timing is
out or the advance mechanism is not
working correctly, then the engine will not
reward your intimate carburettor
adjustments with the best idling or
oerformance.

A compression test is another good
starting point: the readings should be
between 110 and 140 PSl. The readings
should also be within 1Spsi per cylinder.
With the spark plugs removed, a quick
inspection of the tip colour can indicates
the state of tune. lf plugs are generally dark
brown or black this is indicating a problem
like excessive fuelling. But, remember,
give the engine a good run first.

Individual black plugs may be down to a
faulty plug lead, distributor cap or maybe
the plug itself. lf in doubt, fit a new set of
plugs and plug leads. ldeally, plug leads

should be kept
separate and not
channelled together
inside tubes or
conduits. Unfortunately
Jaguar did exactly this
from the factory with 6-
cylinder cars, it looks
tidy but it is not good
oractice. The leads will
induce each other to
fire at high cylinder
pressures, during
acceleration. The spark
will take the path of
least resistance and
oroduce a backfire
through the carburettor
identical to the one you
get from a weak
mixture.

Back to the carburettors. As a starting
point we can partially dismantle them. But,
we must take care not to mix the
comoonents between each carburettor. All
standard carburettors have a large
dashpot on top; we must remove this along
with the piston and internal spring in order
to see the main jet (photo 1). At the same
time we must carefully check the parts that

we remove in order to make sure that they
are identical with their neighbours. Quite
often I find that comoonents are not a
complete set and this has contributed to
poor running. Likewise a build-up of dirt in
the dashpots can cause running problems.
All components should be cleaned in fresh
petrol or a suitable solvent prior to
reassembling.

Stromberg carbs have a rubber
diaphragm as well as a piston and spring
(photo 2). This diaphragm sometimes
punctures or becomes badly distorted by
solvents or excessive dashpot oil. Either
way, its ability to form an air-tight seal is
red u ced. Th is g reatly red u ces
performance and increases fuel
consumption. Puncture holes take a very
keen eye to spot - if in doubt, change these

'lf carburettors hava 'gone
off tune', it is not because a

carburettor has miraculously
resel itself "

diaphragms. Take great care locating the
centre of the diaphragm in its groove
correctlv: no sealant should be used.

Located in each dashpot or piston is the
brass carburettor needle. lt is always
advisable to remove the needles and
check the identification letters that are
stamped upon each one. Each needle
should be the same. For example the E-
type six-cylinder SU needles will have UM
stamped on the shank. Once checked,
replace it in the dashpot. Next check the
springs; all should be the same. The spring
should have a little oaint as identification



but this does disappear after some years
(photo 3). Once you've cleaned the piston
and dashpot, slide them back together and
check for any resistance or sticking. These
components are all too easily damaged, so
take care.

With each dashpot and piston removed,
you should be able to see the brass main
jet on the bridge inside the carburettor.
Inside this main jet, petrol should be just
visible. A quick blow should be sufficient to
see the petrol bobbing up and down (photo
4). The level of the fuel needs to be around
5/16in (8mm) down the hole, +l- 1l16in
(1.5mm). To give smooth running, the
visible petrol level should to be the same in
each carburettor. You can also check this
with the fuel pump switched on for a few
seconds. lf the fuel level begins to rise to

the top of the jet or overflow, there is a fault
with the float chamber mechanism.
Attending to the floats may be a little further
that manywillventure, but bearwith us.

First the HD8 SU, which has the float
easily accessible remotely situated to one
side of the main body. However the HD8
SU float mechanism can be tricky to reset.
These float chambers are fore or aft of the
HD8's main jet. This means the height of
fuel at the jet can vary from one carb to the
other if the engine leans fore or aft. So we
are forced to deviate slightly from the
factory setting to achieve equal levels.

With the float chamber lids off we reveal
the brass float in the chamber. All may look
well, but still, (a small hook needs to be
inserted down one side of the brass float)
lift it out. Shake it: if you can hearfuel inside
the brass float, it's dead. lt may even still
partially float but it's no good. You shouldn't
repair it either. The weight of solder will
knock all float calibration for six. Reolace
this with a new one from Burlen. lf the float
is ok we may have to replace the float jet.
This can be removed from the lid with a
small socket wrench. lt's worth a check that
there is no debris holding the needle valve
off its seat before fitting a new one. A small
amount of Loctite is recommended on the

carefully bending the fork or fitting a small
copperwasher underthe float jet. On some
occasions I have found that one of the float
chamber lids has been previously
swapped from another Jaguar and the
support legs for the fork have been a
different length. This caused great
consternation for a while, so it is worth
doing a comparison between your float
lids.

The top of the brass float is usually
concave where the fork sits. This can
cause a high petrol level even when the
fork has been set correctly. I have found it
possible to take advantage of this. You can
also distort the shape of the float even
further: with your thumb, carefully push
one end of the float in and raise the profile
of the other. Now by inverting the float one
way or the other, ie using the flat or the
concave face, it is possible to make further
fine adjustments to the petrol level.

Also, look out for white or brown water
globules sitting in the bottom of the float
chamber. Get rid of it and then try to find out
where it has come from. This water could
be the root cause of all your problems.
Remove excess fuel from the float
chamber before reassembling. This allows
the chamber to refill naturally and reflect
the true petrol level without starting the
engine. When you're finally happy, fit some
new aluminium banjo washers to the fuel
rail.

Next, the Strombergs as commonly
used by later cars. These have central float
chambers located on the bottom of the
carburettor and do not suffer from the
HDSs' inclinations. The genuine plastic
floats are more accurate and less
temperamental than the HD8 type.
However, you will have to remove the
carburettor and turn it upside down to
access this area properly (photo 5). Inside
is a double plastic float that can be prised
off its hinge and shake tested. The float
needle valve is similar to the SU type and
must be replaced and Loctited if at all
suspect. Having replaced faulty
components, the height of the float should

thread when
reassembling. This will
prevent petrol from
leaking down the
threads and slowly
raisingthefuel level"

Resetting the float
fork which operates the
valve is done in
accordance with the
workshop manual, ie
using a 7/16in (11mm)
diameter dowel
between the fork and
the lid. This setting is
often correct but not
always. lt may be
necessary to adjust
Individual petrol levels.
This can be done by
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be checked to the workshop manual
dimension of 16mm from the durOuietto,
base. This can be altered by carefullv
bending the metal float tag that'closes th6
needle valve. lf you have dismanfled one
carburettor, it will be worth partiallv
reassembling it on the manifold ani
pressunng up to check the new visible fuel
level. You may now need to adjust this float
level to correspond more closely with the
others.

You should also be aware that the fuel
pressure can play havoc with the float level
tn_rne Stromberg, HIF and SU carburettors.
v tz Tuet pressure is controlled by a valve in
the. return pipe on the left_hand Oant of
carburettors. These simple in_line sprino
ball valves have a habit of internal ,"Ling
or corroding, so put it on your checklist. Sii
cylinder carbs need a Fiiter King or simrfai
aftermarket pressure regulator t'o n" fitt"J.
The new SU pumps often kick out far more
pressure than the standard factory pumps
did. Fuel pressure on both cars should be
around the 1-2psi mark or a max of 3psi on
a greafly modified engine.
B_alancing the carburettors, engine
static

9X l?9r or six-cytinder cars. We begin by
ad1usting the jets to the same freigfriin aitthree carburettors. These should be
adjusted 0.125in below the top oi tfre
bridge (photo 4). The three separate air bv_pass screws which control idle speed
should be screwed fully home and then

1o_o]9o*,n 
the.dashpot tube (photo 8). The

needte shoulder is set flush with the bottom
of the piston on assembly. Again we 

"n"ri"the carburettors' butterflies ire fully closed
(photo 9) and fast idle screws are backed
off leaving a 0.025in gap (photo 10).

.,_|oy for setting the carb balance: on
v tzs Degtn by turning the idle screws 2
rurns In on the rearmost carbs only (photo'11). The front carbs are now only idjusted
using the intermediate tintaje i-iew.
Initially I set these by viewing t6e forward
carb's throtfle butterfly through the open

barrel of the carburettor. Then while the
dashtop is off I visually set the f;;;;
butterflies to match the rear ones.
.^.On refitting all the dashpot assemblies
(uus and Strombergs) check for smooth
movement. This is signalled by the tell{ale
Iap. as rI9 dashpots fall and contact the
onoge. I his is essential; as well as freepiston movement, all pistons should fall ai
equat speeds.

.. After restarting the engine and allowinq
rr to warm up, the carbs can be fineli
ba.lanced. In all cases, this can Ue Oone ni,
lsrentng to the volume of hiss through ishort piece of rubber hose. V12 cliapi
should use the idle screws on the tworearmost carburettors to balance the
banks at an idle speed around ZOOrpm. lt
ren and rrght sound the same, move on to
the front pair. Listen to hiss and adjust each
front carb to its rear neighbour J;rg;;;
balance screw on the centre link _ no't the
ligT ldl? screws (photo 12). six cyrinJei
:::":ur?r can again be set simitarty using
a rubber hose; the volume can be aOlustej
with the air by-pass screws until ali three
carbs sound the same. The idle speed
should be 750rom.

With throtfles balanceo, move on totickle the idle mixture. ffris stroutJ Oe

:l:9kud. with the engine atmost up io
l!!pfrajure. and idting. With one finger, tift

Il-"^ 9_Tlpt approximately 1/8in pmm)
rnrough the mouth of the carb (photo 13). li
lhe mixture is too weak, the revs will fall,'so
rne mtxture screw will have to be screwed/z.a Iurn (photo 14). lf the revs rise the
mrxture is too rich and the screw will haveto be turned opposite lz a turn. We ire
9lmrnS for no discernable change in the
idle speed fora correct mrxture.

back 21/z turns (photo 6). The fast idle
screws from the choke levers also need to
1,9 

rgaoju;!90, teaving a 0.01Sin sap from
the tip of the screw to the throifle lever
(photo 7). Make sure that all the Outteiies
are fully closed under sprrng pressure onlv.
r,nere should.be no pre load and plenty of
stack in the linkages. When opeiated bvIne pectal, each link should open iti
butterflyabsolutely simultaneously.'

- ,ryF Strombergs, we do not adjust the
netght of the jet but instead the height of the
n99dle in the dashpot piston. Thij is done
wtth the aid of a specialAllen key and insert


